
 940N - monitors

work with ease with the 19" analog
LCD.
Imagine not minding being chained to your desk all day. With a monitor like the SAMSUNG
940N, it's almost a pleasure. A fast 5ms response time minimizes trailing, for sharp motion
graphics and internet viewing. The sharp 700:1 contrast ratio is made even sharper with
exclusive Magic technologies, like MagicBright 2, which optimizes text, movie, sports, game or
internet viewing with the push of a button. MagicColor, ensure superb, natural color. And
MagicTune, makes it easily controllable with your mouse. Working through lunch? Not a
problem. With the SAMSUNG 940N, it's not hard to imagine.

19 inch screen

Viewable screen size. Wide viewing angles along with bright
colors make for a very favorable viewing experience.

16.2 million colors

Maximum colors. Be the recipient of clearer brighter imagery
with the wide spectrum of colors offered by SAMSUNG
monitors.



MagicBright2

MagicBright2 is a powerful new feature that provides the best
viewing environment based on the images with six viewing
modes provided; text, internet, games, sports, movies and
customized.

160 deg. viewing angle

Wider viewing angles make sure you can see object on your
screen even shen you're reaching for your popcorn.

MagicColor

Improves hue and saturation of colors, and adjusts mid-level
colors to shades that the human eye accepts as natual. By
MagicColor, fresh images with exceptional clarity are created
even on a darker screen.

wall and arm mount

Designed to meet VESA standards to accommodate any
display type. Fits any environment whether on your desk, on
the wall or to any position with arm mount.



5ms response time

Slow response time makes you dizzy because of ghosting
and blurry images while playing games.

MagicTune

SAMSUNG's OSD solution MagicTune providers simple and
convenient adjustment to the best image quality. MagicTune
is ideal for experts like photographers, designers, and
multimedia artists, by providing the most userfriendly and
customized color adjustment function.

Display

Screen Size 19"

Resolution 1280 x 1024

Brightness 300 cd/

Contrast Ratio 700:1

Viewing Angle (Horizontal / Vertical) 160/160 (CR>5)
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